
PROJECTIVE  COORDINATES*

BY

F.   MORLEY

The definition of coordinates in projective geometry should naturally be pro-

jectively stated. There is, I think, a very distinct advantage in taking them as

double ratios, a step which I do not find in the literature, f

The matter, restricted to two dimensions for simplicity of statement only,

might be presented as follows.

I assume that the theory in one dimension has been explained, and that the

notion of the double ratio of two points xy and two lines ¡;v of a plane is known ;

on varying the order there are two reciprocal double ratios

(xy\%n)        and (yx\^v)-

§ 1.   Point coordinates.

Let now four lines a0, a. (¿=1,2,3) of a plane be given ; call a0 the

auxiliary line and the triangle formed by the other 3 lines the triangle of refer-

ence.    Let its points be ax, a2, a3.

With any point x of the plane, not on a0, are associated 3 double ratios

(1) ri =(*«,■ | «<«„)■

These three double ratios are the projective coordinates of the point.

When the auxiliary line is the line at infinity, we have the barycentric case ;

it appears at once from this metrically canonic case that always

(2) ri + r2 + r3=l.

That is,

The sum of the projective coordinates is 1.

When one coordinate of x is given, x lies on a line ; and any two coordinates

determine the point. But for points on the auxiliary line a0 the coordinates are

infinite.    See the last paragraph of § 4.

Ordinary Cartesian coordinates require no peculiar treatment ; the triangle

of reference is formed by the axes and the line joining the unit points on the

* To be presented to the Society at the Boston summer meeting, August 31-September 1,

1903.    Received for publication April 27, 1903.

t The nearest approach that I know of is made by KohsT, Wiener Sitzungsberichte,

vol. 104 (1895), p. 1167.
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axes, the auxiliary line being at infinity. The only difference between bary-

centric and cartesian coordinates lies in the fact that we usually assume in the

latter case an isosceles triangle of reference.

§ 2. Line coordinates.

With the same reference triangle take an auxiliary point a0, and with a line

£ associate the double ratios

(3) ft = (£ftk«o)-

For a metrically canonic case we take a0 to be the centroid of the reference

triangle.    Then if 8. be the distance from a. to f, (j = 0, • • •, 3 ),

We have then always,

(4) ft + ft + ft = 1 •

except for lines through a0, for which p. is infinite.

§ 3. Point and line.

In the barycentric case we placed the auxiliary line a at infinity, the aux-

iliary point a0 at the centroid. So always we take a0 as the polar point of aQ

as to the reference triangle. The well-known properties of polar point and line

are read off from the barycentric case.    Thus :

The polars of a line a0 as to 2 of 3 points ai from a triangle perspective with

the triangle a, and the perspective point is the polar of au.    Or :

If a 3-point is incident with a 3-line (i. e., each point on a line) and the two

triangles are perspective, then the perspective point and line are polar point and

line as to either triangle.

Now in the barycentric case the distance from the point x to the line £ is

S = r,S1 +r282 + r383=(r8).

Hence

Hence in general (§ 2) the double ratio (xa0\ ¡;af) is given by

(5) Hxao\?ao) = (rP)

and in particular when a point and line are incident

(6) rift+,'2ft + í,3ft=0-
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§ 4.  The symmetrical system of point coordinates.

The double ratio (xx' |££') of two points xx and two lines ££' is (appealing

once more to the barycentric case)

(xx'm = ̂ fï].J      (rP)(rp)

And in particular

(xa)(axa0)
r'= (xaAa a) = j—'( ;      "(.

1      V     *'   '   °J      (xao)(axax)

It is no longer convenient to think of the triangle ai or a. as the triangle of

reference—rather it is any triangle, the reference triangle being placed in the

background.    The point ax, the join of the lines a2 and a3, is given by

Hence

and the relation

(axa2) = 0,        (axa3) = 0.

r _(xax)\a2a3ao\

1      (x%)\<*2a3ax\,

rx + r2 + r3 = 1

becomes

(xax)\a2a3a0\ + (xa2)\a3axa0\ + ( xa3 ) j ax a2 a01 = (xag) \ a2a3ax \,

or say

(7) xx + x2 + x3 + x0=0.

These " supernumerary homogeneous coordinates" a;., or as I would call them

symmetrical coordinates, are used only in connection with homogeneous equa-

tions ; whereas with the double ratios it is mainly as a matter of convenience in

polarizing that we prefer homogeneous equations.

It will be noticed that the symmetrical system is not intuitively a projective

system at all ; that is, we do not have (at all events at present) a direct projective

significance for x. expressed in terms of the 4 lines and the point alone, but only

for a ratio of two x.'s.
i

In passing from 3 dimensions where r. = (xa¿| a4a„) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), to a

plane of reference a{ we pass at once to the projective system in that plane, but

in passing to the auxiliary plane a0 we pass at once to the symmetrical system

in that plane.    And so in general.

§ 5.   The symmetrical system of line coordinates.

In the same way, given 4 points a.(j = 0, 1, 2, 3) and a line f, we have

(f«l)l«2«3«ol
Pi =

(£«o)|«2«3«ll'
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(£«l)i«2«3«ol'

(£«2)l«3«i«oN

(£«3)l«l«2«ol>

-(£a0)|«i«2«3l'

whose sum is zero, as symmetrical coordinates of the line with reference to the

four points.

But the 4 points have to be connected with the 4 lines of § 4, as otherwise

the geometrical use of symmetrical systems would be extremely restricted.

Any rational equation in ri gives a curve which is of course a covariant of

the 4 lines a.; the curve simply carries its equation with it when projected.

And so any homogeneous equation in x^. defines a covariant curve of the 4 lines ;

but of special interest are the symmetrical equations, defining curves not altered

by interchange of lines. *    And of these the simplest is

y3« -j~ »Xj. ~f~ »Co ~~j~ Jt-n — v •

The polars of the 4 lines as to this nullipartite conic are the 4 points to be asso-

ciated with the 4 lines. Let us call the two tetrads counter-tetrads ; their com-

bination a frame of reference.

§ 6.   The metrically canonic frame.

Denote by Sn a flat space of n dimensions. Let the plane be the plane at

infinity in S3; and replace the points and lines by lines and planes through an

origin 0. Let the nullipartite absolute of this (elliptic) geometry be given by

x2 + x2 + x2 + x2 = 0.

In the plane x = 0 we have a geometry with the intersection of that plane

and the absolute cone as absolute ; hence from the theory in Sx the planes

XjX2x3 cut x0 ill equispaced lines; whence the four planes are parallel to the

faces of a regular tetrahedron, or, say, are equispaced. With these planes asso-

ciate their normals through O; these are the diagonals of a cube. The com-

bination is the metrically canonic frame, and the mutuality of the tetrads is

evident.

To obtain a canonic frame in a plane we may cut the frame just mentioned

across a diagonal of the cube, thus getting for the four points the vertices and

center of an equilateral triangle, and for one of the lines the line at infinity ;

* That is, invariant under Klein's group of 24 collineations which leave the 4-line unaltered.

Klein, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 4 (1871), p. 316, or Icosaeder, p. 166; Moore,

American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 22 (1900).

and we take the 4 numbers

fi-

l2 =
(8) 1 =

S3 —
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whence each line is the polar line of one of the points as to the 3-line formed

by the other points, and reciprocally each point is the polar point of a line as

to the 3-point formed by the other lines. Or, again, we may cut the frame by

a face of the cube ; we thus get the most convenient form (see figure), but it is

not one that can be generalized for Sn, whereas the regular ( n + 1 )-point and

its center are always available in Sn.

§ 7. Point and line in the symmetrical system.

It is now to be shown that when a point x is referred to 4 lines and a line £

to the counter-tetrad of 4 points, the condition of incidence is

(«£)  = ^£0  +XX%X +X2^2+XJî=:0-

Let the lines be ß., the points a.. When referred to the triangle ßxß2ß3 or

6j b2 b3, for which the auxiliary point and line are a0 and ß , the projective coor-

dinates of x are simply
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r. = — xfx,,.i i/O

Those of £ are p{ = ( %ß. 16ia0), while — £./£„ = ( Ça. | a2 a0).    Estimating along

the diagonal a0a2 of the figure we have

&, -  «0

-f,/f.-

That is,

Hence

cc — a0

= -l + 4/v

l-|,/fo=M-

*0 So •% So

If point and line unite, then

(rP)=0,

and therefore

(10) («£)-. 0.
If not, then

(ii) è^l^-i-f.
•^oSo

or say

**>       *  SB.fc  '
^ Sj

whence the relation between the double ratios X. = (cca.|f/3.) is

(12) D^"*'

[And so for the double ratios formed by a point and an Sn_x in SH, when

referred to a frame, defined by  n + 2  points a. and  the  counter-scheme of

X.= (x«.|£/3.),

1 = n_+2

^ X.      ?i + Ï '

Trans. Am. Math. Hoc. 80
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For n = 1 we may regard a, and ß. as complex numbers and the canonic frame

is then the vertices of a regular hexagon.]

§ 8.   Like-named point and line.

It is worth while to show how to construct the polar system

5o/Xo = il/Xl = S2/X2 = Ç3/X3

which is that of the covariant conic

I>; = o.

Referring to the cube-diagonals this is merely to construct the plane normal to

a given line ; but we wish a ruler-construction in the plane.

We suppose the problem solved for Sx ; that is that the partner of a point,

or its polar as to the Hessian pair of three points, has been constructed. The

quickest way (though of course not a projective way) is, when the three points

a. on a line are given to draw arcs containing the angle 7r/3 through aQax and

ax a2 on the same side of the line ; a T-square whose vertex is jtlaced when the

arcs meet marks off on the line the required involution.

Construct then the partner of the point where a line £ meets ß , as to the

triad of points where ßxß2ß3 meet ß0. Join this partner y0 to a0. We get

thus 4 lines y .a. which meet in the point required.

The polar system being now constructed for S2 can be extended in the same

way for S3 and so on. That is, the polar system of the invariant quadric is

constructed.

The figure (drawn by Mr. Carver) shows the present case n = 2.

§ 9. Like-named ^joints for two frames.

A word on the beginning of the treatment of collineations may be added.

The distinction between two views must be made—call them alias and alibi.

In the former we consider the relations of the coordinates of a point x referred

to different frames F, F'; in the second F' is projected into F and thereby x

into x'.    The like-named points of alias are the fixed points of alibi.

We ask now for the points which are like-named as to two frames F, F'.

That is, the points for which
r. = r'.,

or

(xa. I a. öl) = (xa. I a. a' ),

or, in the symmetrical system,
i

JU .    —  fCJu ■ •
I I
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They are the points common to all the conies

ry. ry. ry. ryi
•      , '      j .      ,) WJn

ry. ry* ryt ry.•^0 1 2 ^3

The general case is that of three distinct intersections. If these like-named

points are taken as points of both frames, then the " change of coordinates " is

merely a change of auxiliary point and therefore of auxiliary line. Particularly

important is the case when the new auxiliary point lies on the old auxiliary

line ; for then if
r. = K.r'.%       it

be the transformation we have k./'^ikí on the line for which rt is oo, so that

E« =o,

and the collineation is normal.

§ 10. Hun's theorem.

It was shown by Pasch * that, given a normal collineation X of a plane which

sends any figure F into NF, there are triangles T inscribed in NT. In fact

if two points ab become Xa, Nb and the joins of a and Nb, b and Xa deter-

mine c, then Xc is on ab.

There are, for given fixed points of X, oo5 such Pasch triangles. Mr. Hun

has proved that the relation of a Pasch triangle and the triangle of the fixed

points is mutual. I wish to prove this fact in such form that the restriction to

two dimensions falls away. The fixed points being reference points, X is of the

form

(14) «, xx Ç, + «2x2 £2 + /c3x313 = 0,

where

"l + «2 + K3 = ° •

And

»i £i = ( ««i K «o X KI «i «o )

_(xax)(axa0) (^al)(a1a0)

(xa0)(a1a1)  (faJC^a,)"

Hence (14) takes the form

Z\(xal)(i;ai) = 0,

so that if there be a triangle xi, f4 of the Pasch kind (in which case the colli-

neation is normal) then

*Mathematisohe Annalen, vol 23 (1884).

(13)
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(«l«l)(£lffl)       (*l<h)(tl<*t)       (aîl0t3)(^l«3)

(X2ax)(^2ax)       («I^Kf,«»)       K«s) (£*«»)    =0»

(x3ax)(Ç3ax)    (x3a2)(%3a2)    (a¡sa,)(£,as)

or better, dividing rows by (œ,£;) and columns by (ataf),

(15) |(*|0»Kf|)|-0 («'. * = 1,2,3).

The mutuality is now evident ; and the extension to n dimensions is also evi-

dent, we have merely i, k = 1, 2, ■ ■ -, n + 1. The determinant contains an

extraneous factor which vanishes if the n + 1 points xi or a{ lie in an S _, or

the n + 1 Sn_xs lie in a point. In fact the sum of the elements of the determi-

nants in any row or column is 1.

Thus, the determinant being written | rlk |, the condition is, for n = 1,

= 0. or 0;

and, for n = 2,

0,
22

1

= 0.

Johns Hopkins Univebsity,

February, 1903.


